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Palo Alto, CA.— Monday, August 13, 2018 — Juratovac Law’s Adam S. Juratovac 

(@AdamJTheLawyer), has been selected as a “Voice” by Chicago Blockchain Project’s 

conference, VOICE OF BLOCKCHAIN on August 24 and 25, 2018 at Navy Pier in Chicago. 

This is Mr. Juratovac’s third representation in Chicago, IL. in 2018.  

“I am honored for the opportunity to support the Chicago Blockchain Project and its 

conference. I love the city of Chicago and its culture. I can’t wait to amplify what I learn at the 

conference and share the education I received in blockchain over the past year.” said Adam S. 

Juratovac. 

Adam Juratovac is hosting a booth at Voice of Blockchain to show support of the 

conference and to promote education and adoption of blockchain technology.  

About Voice of Blockchain 

Chicago Blockchain Project is hosting an intensive two-day conference at Navy Pier, in Chicago. 

Leaders in blockchain, government, and business will gather with influencers to share best 
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practices and shape the conversation. Voice of Blockchain aims to advance Chicago as a global 

leader in the emerging field of blockchain technology where collaboration is incentivized 

through an ecosystem engineered to benefit individuals, small enterprises, and corporations.  

About Chicago Blockchain Project 

Chicago Blockchain Project is an entity with the goal of increasing the rate at which 

people move towards sustainability and aims at building Chicago to be the blockchain capital of 

the world.  

 

Founded in 2014, Juratovac Law (@JuratovacLaw) represents emerging companies and 

entrepreneurs in the Silicon Valley.  

### 

Juratovac Law and Juratovac Law are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Juratovac 

Law in the United States and/or other countries. 

The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their 

respective owners. 

 

For more information on Juratovac Law: 

www.JuratovacLaw.com 


